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Students begin their investigation into animal vision by exploring the Seeing Prey mode of the Vision and Light
Simulation and by reading an excerpt from the Handbook of Animal Eyes reference book. To start the lesson, students
receive an important message from the Rain Forest Conservation Group that reveals further evidence about how the
Tokay geckos may be struggling to find food in their environment. Students are introduced to the Vision and Light
Simulation and learn that it is a model that will help them investigate how light allows animals to see. They engage in a
free exploration of the Sim to familiarize themselves with its features. In order to better understand what they are
observing in the Sim, students refer to Handbook of Animal Eyes and read about the structures in an animal’s eye. They
revisit the Sim with a new purpose—to investigate how light allows a predator to see its prey. The purpose of this lesson
is for students to familiarize themselves with various structures that are key to animal vision and to begin investigating
the role of light in animal vision.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The population of Tokay geckos in a rain forest in the Philippines has decreased since the
installation of new highway lights.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Light is needed to see the binder clip in the Mystery Box.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Light allows an animal to get information from its environment using its eyes.

• Scientists change one thing at a time during their investigations so they can tell what change makes a difference.

• Cross-section diagrams allow us to see what is happening inside a structure, such as the eye.
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Students are introduced to, and have the opportunity to engage in a free
exploration of, the unit’s Simulation.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reeffer ter to the so the scientific prcientific practicactice oe of asking quef asking quesstionstions..

2. Dis2. Discuscuss planning ins planning invveesstigtigations about lightations about light.. Engage students in a brief conversation about how they would plan an
investigation to determine how light allows animals to see something.

Call on volunteers to share their responses. If necessary, point out that it is difficult to observe what light does and it is
also difficult to make sure that animals are safe during investigations, especially in the classroom.

33. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the modelmodel vvococabularabulary cy carard.d.

44. P. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation and disSimulation and discuscuss its its purpos purpossee.. Go to the Student Apps Page. Show students the
basic steps to open the Vision and Light Simulation and to explore the Seeing Prey mode.

1

2
SIM

Introducing the Vision and
Light Simulation

3 4

Introducing the Vision and
Light Simulation

15
MIN

Remember, scientists ask questions about the things in the natural world they are wondering about. They then
try to answer their questions by investigating. This is how we will work to answer our Investigation Question.

How might we investigate how light allows animals, such as geckos, to see something?

Can we investigate how animals use light here in our classroom? Why or why not?

In science, a model is something that scientists make to answer questions about the real world. Models can be
drawings, objects, or computer programs.

Sometimes scientists use models to investigate questions about how a natural system works and sometimes
they use models to show their ideas about answers to their questions.

Vision and Light
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Ask students to share why they think using a model for this purpose might be helpful in their investigations about
animal vision and light. [You can test a model without worrying about having to keep real animals safe and cared for. A
model might show you something about light or an eye that’s hard to see in real life.]

55. P. Prroject Guidelineoject Guidelines fs for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Introduce students to the expectations for using apps and digital devices in the
classroom.

66. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students and have them go to the Vision and
LIght Simulation. Let them know they will have about five minutes to freely explore the Simulation.

77. Giv. Give pe partnerartners frs free eee explorxploration timeation time.. Circulate as students explore the Sim, encouraging them to discuss what they are
observing with their partners. Listen for students’ questions and ideas about the Sim. After several minutes, signal for
partners to switch “drivers,” if they have not done so already.

88. Briefly dis. Briefly discuscuss ss student obtudent obsserervvationsations.. Ask students to share what they noticed in the Sim. If it is not mentioned, point
out the following components of the Sim:

99. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the prpredatedatoror andand prpreeyy vvococabularabulary cy carardsds..

As conservation biologists, we will use the Sim as a model to investigate our questions about how light allows an
animal to see something.

• The Sim shows both predator (on the left of the screen) and prey (on the right side of the screen).

• The direction and path of light is represented using yellow arrows that move in straight lines.

• The predator has a thought bubble that shows an image of what it sees.

• The pupil size and amount of light can be changed by moving the buttons along each slider.

• The direction the lamp is pointing can be changed by dragging the lamp along the track.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 2
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Post the predator card to the Vocabulary section of the classroom wall.

Post the prey card to the Vocabulary section of the classroom wall.

1100. Ha. Havve se studenttudents put digits put digital deal devicvicees asides aside.. Let students know that they will return to the devices in a few minutes.

Teacher Support
Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Time fals: Time for Eor Explorxplorationation
The first time students use a Simulation, they need a few minutes to freely explore the Simulation's features. Students
are generally quite facile in discovering Simulation features independently or with a partner. This type of open-ended
exploration enhances student interest, as well as provides students with the opportunity to share their thinking and
learn from their peers. Giving students this initial exploration time reduces distraction in later Sim activities that have
more focused goals.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Student Aals: Student Aututonomonomy While Ly While Leearning tarning to Uo Usse a Simulatione a Simulation
The initial directions for using the Simulation should leave most of the details for students to discover themselves.
Students feel increased ownership over a feature of the Simulation that they have unearthed themselves, and students
working in groups are likely to pick up quickly on things they learn from one another about a Simulation.

Instructional Suggestion

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Sharing Digite: Sharing Digital Dal Deevicviceess
Throughout this unit, pairs share digital devices. We recommend that instead of working individually, students work
with partners so they can engage with and talk to each other while investigating vision and light in the Simulation.
Establish clear expectations for the use, handling, and storage of digital devices in order to decrease transition time
between activities and to minimize any potential conflict that could arise from sharing a limited number of devices.

A predator is an animal that hunts and eats other animals. Which animal in the Sim is the predator?
[The one on the left.]

Prey is an animal that is hunted and eaten by other animals. Which animal in the Sim is the prey?
[The one on the right.]

The Sim will allow us to investigate how predators see their prey, which helps them get the food they need to
survive. The Sim will be very helpful in our investigations into what is happening to the Tokay geckos in the rain
forest.

Vision and Light
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Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: Ae: Acccurcuracacy oy of the Animal Vf the Animal Vision Simulationision Simulation
The Vision and Light Simulation is an app that allows students to explore the relationship between pupil size, amount of
light, receptor sensitivity, direction of light, and the image produced on the retina in the predator organism. This Sim is
simplified: it doesn’t allow students to change the shape or position of the lens to focus the image, as the ciliary
muscles do. It doesn’t reflect the true concentration of receptor cells in the fovea, nor the blind spot where the optic
nerve passes through the back of the eye. The app shows rods (which are more sensitive to light but see only in black
and white) and cones (which are stimulated by bright light and can see in color) on the retina and approximates the
concentrations and locations of each type of receptor for nocturnal and diurnal animals. The Sim doesn’t describe how
the brain integrates images from two eyes or processes images to sharpen them and increase contrast. Additionally,
the Sim does not show these processes happening simultaneously in the prey’s eyes.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Supporting the Crals: Supporting the Croosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept oept of Structurf Structure and Fe and Functionunction
When students use the Simulation, they have a rich opportunity to consider how the shape of the pupil, a substructure
of the eye, enables it to function as an opening for light that can vary in response to the amount of light that is available.
To support this relationship, draw students’ attention to the Pupil Size variable that students can change in the Sim.
Students will see that the change in pupil shape allows more or less light to come into the eye. This is also an
opportunity to invite students to consider analogous structure-function relationships (e.g., a window or a water faucet).
By encouraging students to explicitly consider the relationship between the shape of the pupil (as an opening that can
change size) and its function (allowing light into the eye), students may apply this crosscutting concept to support their
understanding of science concepts in the unit. In addition, it will and position them for success in applying the idea of
structure and function to other concepts in the future.

Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

Students should freely explore the Sim and discover which variables they can manipulate and which visual
representations are used. Students should notice the following:

• The light is represented by arrows that move in straight lines.

• The predator has a thought bubble that shows an image of what it sees.

• The pupil size and amount of light can be changed by moving the buttons along the slider for each variable.

• The direction the lamp is pointing can be changed by dragging the lamp along its track.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 2
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Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 2.1 

1. Use the Vision and Light Simulation to figure out how light allows a 
predator to see its prey. 

2. Use what you observe to answer the questions below.

Investigation 1

Open the Sim. What did you observe when the light is on?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Now turn the light off and observe what happens when the light is off. What 
did you observe when the light is off?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Investigation 2

Restart the Sim. Change the direction of light by dragging the lamp along the 
track. What did you observe when the light travels in a different direction?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Investigating Light

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.
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Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 2.1 

Reflecting on Investigations 1 and 2

What are your ideas now about how light allows a predator to see its prey? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Draw a picture in the box below if it helps you describe your ideas.

Investigating Light (continued)

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students are introduced to the reference book and familiarize themselves with
the structure and function of one animal’s eye.

Instructional Guide
1. Hold up1. Hold up Handbook oHandbook of Animal Ef Animal Eyyeess.. Let students know that it is a reference book.

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke books and let ss and let studenttudents es explorxplore the te the teextxt.. Distribute one copy of Handbook of Animal Eyes to each pair of
students. Give pairs a minute to look through the text and notice both how it is organized and what sort of information it
contains. Have a few students share what they noticed.

33. S. Set the fet the focus focus for ror reeading the book.ading the book. Explain that the reference book can help students understand more about what
they see in the Sim.

Explain that pairs will look for an animal that is a predator like the one in the Sim. They will read about how the parts of
that animal’s eye function.

44. Briefly model finding a pr. Briefly model finding a predatedator in the book.or in the book. Think aloud as you do. Turn to the Contents page.

Turn to page 18. Point to the diagram of the python eye and to the labels.

1 2

3
READING

Reading: Handbook of
Animal Eyes

4

Reading: Handbook of Animal
Eyes

15
MIN

We want to learn more about an animal that is like the animal will we learn about in the Sim: a predator.

I know that the python is a predator, so I am going to read about the python.

This eye reminds me of the predator’s eye in the Sim.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.1
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Point out that, like all the entries in the book, the python section has two pages. Let students know that as they work
with their partners, they should read both pages of the entry they choose. Explain that students may also leaf through
the book, paying particular attention to the eye diagrams, to look for one animal eye that reminds them of the Sim
predator’s eye.

55. P. Pairairs begin rs begin reeading.ading. Students work with partners to choose and read one reference book entry.

66. P. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation.Simulation. Gather students’ attention.

Have students point out parts of the eye that they notice in the Sim, referring to the reference book diagrams as
needed.

77. R. Reevieview the visual rw the visual reprepreessententations oations of the ef the eyye fre from the book and Sim.om the book and Sim. Project the eye cross-section images. Point out
that the top image from the reference book page is a photo of an eye (more like how students are used to seeing eyes in
the natural world), but the other image from the reference book page and the image from the Sim are models of eyes.
Point out that the models are not from a head-on perspective, but rather from a side perspective.

Now that you’ve read about an animal’s eye, what new ideas do you have about the body structures you’re
observing in the Sim? What function do these structures serve?
[The pupil lets light into the eye, light receptors respond to light, and another part takes information to the brain.]

• StudentStudents cs compomparare re reprepreessententations oations of ef eyyee.. Ask students to compare the eye diagrams in the reference book and
Sim, and then to compare those to the photo of the iguana eye. Then call on students to share their observations.
[When I look at the photo, I see the front of its eye, but the eyes in the Sim and reference book are a cross
section.]

Lesson 2.1
Activity 3
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88. P. Prroject the apple croject the apple croosss-ss-section imagection imageess.. Confirm that the eyes in the Sim and reference book have been “cut in half”
like this image of an apple. Ask students why it might be helpful to have an eye represented this way. [It allows us to see
what is happening inside the eye. This helps us see the structure of the eye in more detail.]

99. C. Collect all bookollect all bookss..

Teacher Support
Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: Handbook oHandbook of Animal Ef Animal Eyyeess
This reference book includes cross-section diagrams of eyes, vivid close-up photos, and accessible text about the eyes
of humans and the eyes of a diverse set of 20 other animals. Each entry contains information about the structures of
that animal’s eyes, such as the sensitivity of the receptors. Also included are descriptions of how vision helps the animal
survive. Students return to Handbook of Animal Eyes multiple times throughout the course of the unit to support their
understanding of vision and eye structures. This book supports students’ firsthand investigations as they learn about
vision and eye structures and how the brain processes information, and as they discover the role of different types of
light receptors in nocturnal and diurnal animals.

Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: About Re: About Reeffererencence Be Bookookss
Reference books provide in-depth information about specific topics and are typically read for particular purposes. For
this reason, students do not read every section in reference books, nor do they read reference books from beginning to
end. Rather, they search for the information they need and then read the relevant sections carefully. In this lesson,
students will be guided to read the python section as an example of a predator’s eye that looks similar to the eye of the
animal in the Sim. You may wish to provide instruction about the table of contents, glossary, and index if students are
not familiar with these features.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Reeading Vading Visual Risual Reprepreessententationsations
Visual representations such as diagrams are important in science, and students need practice learning to read and
interpret them. Drawing explicit attention to the features of diagrams, such as the key, labels, and arrows, will help
students interpret the information presented. If your students are not familiar with diagrams from previous experiences
with informational text, spend more time helping them understand the purpose of each feature and discuss each more
extensively. You might also consider presenting students with other, more familiar examples of diagrams (such as a
classroom seating chart, a seating map of a local stadium, a cross-section diagram of a familiar object, etc.) and
discuss the features of each in order to help students build an understanding of how to interpret information that is
presented visually.

Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: The Pe: The Pectecten in Biren in Bird Ed Eyyeess
To understand the relationship between light and vision in animals generally, we call attention to two structures inside
animals’ eyes: the pupil and light receptors. These structures in the eye serve specific functions related to light and
vision that enhance students’ understanding of the central science concepts of the unit. It is worth noting that unlike
almost all other animals, birds have a unique structure inside their eyes called the pecten. The function of the pecten is
a current topic of scientific research. Scientists have collected evidence to suggest that this structure could serve a
variety of possible functions in the bird’s eye, some related to vision and others related to the overall health of the eye.
The pecten is represented by a small grey square shape with orange stripes in the visual models of bird eyes found in
the unit’s texts, such as Handbook of Animal Eyes and Crow Scientist, but it is not labeled as such. The rationale for not
calling attention to this unique structure is twofold: understanding the function of this structure in a bird’s eye goes
beyond the conceptual scope of the unit and this structure does not relate to the problem the students are aiming to
solve for the Rain Forest Conservation Group.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Te Support: Teeacher Dacher Demonsemonstrtration fation for Intror Introducing Croducing Croosss Ss Sectionsections
If students need more support understanding a cross-section diagram, you may wish to demonstrate what a cross
section is using an actual apple rather than showing the slide with the images of the apple. Hold up an apple and ask
students what information they can get about the apple by looking at it. Focus student responses on the color and
shape of the apple. Explain that this perspective limits what you can observe about the inside of the apple. Use a knife
and cutting board to cut the apple in half. Ask students to share what information they can now get about the apple by
looking at it. They may share that it is white in color and has small, dark oval-shaped objects in the middle. Highlight
that this perspective helped them get information about the inside of the apple in a way that they could not have when
the apple was whole. Connect this demonstration to the images and cross-section diagrams in Handbook of Animal
Eyes to note that looking at the photos of the eyes did not indicate what structures are in the eyes. The cross-section
diagrams of the eyes in the book allowed students to see what was inside.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 3
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Using the Sim, students investigate the role that light plays in an animal’s ability
to get information from its environment.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Return seturn studenttudents’ Ins’ Invveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebookss..

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the nee the next activitxt activityy.. Explain that students will now use the Sim to conduct two investigations to figure out how
light allows a predator to see its prey.

33. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagageess.. Have students turn to page 22, Investigating Light, in their notebooks. Read the
instructions and review the questions for Investigation 1.

44. P. Pairairs ws work in the Sim.ork in the Sim. Have partners complete Investigation 1 and answer the questions in their Investigation
Notebooks.

55. Dis. Discuscuss rs reesultsults frs from Inom Invveesstigtigation 1.ation 1. When partners have completed the first investigation, prompt them to share
their notebook responses and observations with the class.

66. R. Reevieview cw controntrolling volling variableariabless.. Refer to Investigating Animal Senses book. Remind students that in the book, the
students made sure that they only changed one thing when they did their investigations. Ask the class if they can
remember a specific investigation from the book and what was the one thing that was changed in that investigation.
[The turtle group only changed where the food was hidden—they didn’t change anything else.]

1 2 3

4
SIM

Investigating Light in the
Sim

Investigating Light in the Sim
25
MIN

Your observations of what happens when there is light and when there is no light will help you figure out what
causes the predator to see its prey, which is the effect we are investigating.

Let them know that as one partner drives the Sim, the other partner will work on answering the questions.

What did you observe about light and the information about the prey?
[The information about the prey could only reach the eyes of the predator if the light was on.]

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4
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77. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the vvariableariable vvococabularabulary cy carard.d.

88. R. Return teturn to the noto the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students return to page 22, Investigating Light, in the Investigation Notebook.
Read the instructions and review the question for Investigation 2. Explain that students should switch “drivers” for this
second investigation. Remind them that as their partner drives the Sim, students should work on completing the
question.

99. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Psment: Partnerartners ws work in the Sim.ork in the Sim. Have partners complete Investigation 2 and answer the question in
their Investigation Notebooks. Circulate and listen as students work, asking questions as needed.

1100. Dis. Discuscuss rs reesultsults frs from Inom Invveesstigtigation 2.ation 2. When partners have completed Investigation 2, prompt them to share their
notebook responses and observations with the class.

11. Ha11. Havve se studenttudents cs continue on tontinue on to po pagage 2e 23 o3 of the notf the notebook and cebook and completomplete the re the reflection.eflection. Read the prompt for the
reflection. Encourage students to first discuss their ideas with their partner, and then write or draw their responses.

12. R12. Return teturn to the Ino the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion. Invite students to share what they learned from the Sim investigations that
helped them address this question. Ask students to explain what they noticed about how light allows an animal to see.
Highlight student responses that call attention to the path of light from the source to the animal’s eye.

1133. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they’ll get to show their ideas about vision and light
using another digital tool.

What one thing did you change that made it either possible or impossible for the predator to see its prey in the
first Sim investigation?
[I changed the amount of light by turning the light off and on.]

How do you know this change made a difference?
[It was the only change we made during the investigation and we saw that when we turned off the light, there was
a difference in what the animal was able to see.]

A variable is something that can change in an investigation. Scientists change one variable at a time during their
investigations so they can figure out what made a difference to the natural system they are studying.

What variable did you change in the second investigation?
[The direction of the light.]

What did you observe about changing the direction of the light and the information about the prey?
[Changing the direction of the light source changed the path of the light.]

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

SScienccience Pe Prracticacticees: Rs: Reinfeinfororcce Changing Oe Changing One Vne Variable at a Timeariable at a Time
In this use of the Simulation, students may notice that there are three variables they can manipulate: the amount of
light, the angle of light, and the pupil size of the predator. In this lesson’s uses of the Sim, students are guided to change
the amount of light coming from the source in Investigation 1 and the angle of the light in Investigation 2. You may wish
to remind students that in an investigation, they should only change one thing at a time. In both investigations, they
should not change the predator’s pupil size. Changing only one thing at a time will allow them to see if the amount of
light or the angle of the light affects how the predator sees its prey. They will investigate the pupil setting in later Sim
activities.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 3: Csment 3: Controntrolling Volling Variableariables ts to Identifo Identify Causy Cause and Effe and Effectect

LLook fook for:or: This activity provides students an opportunity to demonstrate their current understanding of controlling
variables and identifying causal relationships. In order for students to be on the path to understanding the concept of
controlling variables, it is important that they first understand what variables are. As students investigate light in the
Sim, look for their understanding of variables as factors that can change in an investigation. When thinking back to the
Investigating Animals Senses book, see if students can identify “location of food” as a variable because that was
something that could change in the investigation. In the Sim, note if students can identify that whether or not the light is
on is one variable in this situation, and that the direction of light is another variable. Students may start to demonstrate
their understanding of what it means to control variables by thinking about why the light should remain on when
changing the direction of light during their second Sim mission. Also, as students change each variable, look to see if
they are allowing themselves enough time to make observations of the effects of those changes

NoNow what?w what? If you see students changing more than one variable in either Sim investigation, ask them to share their
reasoning about their decision to make these changes. Emphasize that scientists change only one variable at a time to
see if it makes a difference. Relate this to the students’ choice of variables to change in their Sim activities. Ask how
students will know which variable will make a difference if they change more than one at a time. Recall the students who
conducted the guinea pig investigation in the Investigating Animal Senses book. They changed two things about the
animal’s food: they made it visible and placed it on top of a wooden block with steps. When the guinea pig didn’t find the
food, the students didn’t know if it was because the animal doesn’t rely on sight to find food or if the animal was afraid
of heights and didn’t want to go up the stairs. Reinforce that scientists want to know if changing a variable in an
investigation makes a difference, and to do so they can only change one variable at a time. When students have
successfully run a Sim test where they change only one variable, prompt them to explain the causal relationship
between the change and the resulting difference that change made.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Causept: Cause and Effe and Effect Aect Acrcroosss Chapts Chapter 2er 2
In Chapter 2, students apply the crosscutting concept of Cause and Effect to begin to understand the science practice
of changing one variable at the time. When scientists investigate in this way, they can more easily see how the the
changes they make in their investigations (cause) affect the outcomes of their investigations (effect). Throughout
Chapter 2, students use this concept of Cause and Effect when working with the Sim to understand what variables can
affect how well animals can see. They also use cause and effect when using the Mystery Box to observe that
manipulating the Mystery Box in certain ways (cause) affects how well you can see what is inside of the box (effect).

Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

What students should do and notice:

In Investigation 1, students should notice that when the light is on, the predator can see the prey. Students should then
turn the light off and observe that the predator cannot see the prey.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4
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In Investigation 2, students should notice that when the light shines on the prey, the predator can see the prey. If the
light is not shining on the prey at all, then the predator cannot see the prey.

Students may also notice that if the light is only shining on part of the prey, the predator can only see that part of the
prey, and that if light shines directly into the predator’s eye, the predator only sees a bright area of light.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook

InInvveesstigtigating Lightating Light (page 22)

InInvveesstigtigation 1ation 1

Open the Sim. What did you observe when the light is on?
When the light is turned on, the predator can see the prey.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4
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Now turn the light off and observe what happens when the light is off. What did you observe when the light is off?
When the light is turned off, the predator cannot see the prey.

InInvveesstigtigation 2ation 2

Restart the Sim. Change the direction of light by dragging the lamp along the track. What did you observe when the light
travels in a different direction?
When the light does not shine on the prey, the predator cannot see the prey.

RReflecting on Ineflecting on Invveesstigtigations 1 and 2ations 1 and 2

Answers will vary.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Lesson 2.1
Investigating Light
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Students are introduced to, and have the opportunity to engage in a free
exploration of, the unit’s Simulation.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reeffer ter to the so the scientific prcientific practicactice oe of asking quef asking quesstionstions..

2. Dis2. Discuscuss planning ins planning invveesstigtigations about lightations about light.. Engage students in a brief conversation about how they would plan an
investigation to determine how light allows animals to see something.

Call on volunteers to share their responses. If necessary, point out that it is difficult to observe what light does and it is
also difficult to make sure that animals are safe during investigations, especially in the classroom.

33. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the modelmodel vvococabularabulary cy carard.d.

1

2
SIM

Introducing the Vision and
Light Simulation

3 4

Introducing the Vision and
Light Simulation

15
MIN

Recuerden que los científicos hacen preguntas acerca de las cosas del mundo natural que quieren saber. Luego
intentan responder sus preguntas investigando. Así es cómo vamos a trabajar para responder nuestra Pregunta
de investigación.

¿Cómo podríamos investigar cómo la luz les permite ver algo a los animales, como el geco?

¿Podemos investigar cómo usan los animales la luz aquí en nuestro salón? ¿Por qué sí o por qué no?

En ciencia, un modelo es algo que hacen los científicos para responder preguntas sobre el mundo real. Los
modelos pueden ser dibujos, objetos o programas de computadora.

A veces los científicos usan modelos para investigar preguntas relacionadas a cómo funciona un sistema natural,
y a veces usan modelos para mostrar sus ideas sobre las respuestas a sus preguntas.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 2
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44. P. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation and disSimulation and discuscuss its its purpos purpossee.. Go to the Student Apps Page. Show students the
basic steps to open the Vision and Light Simulation and to explore the Seeing Prey mode.

Ask students to share why they think using a model for this purpose might be helpful in their investigations about
animal vision and light. [You can test a model without worrying about having to keep real animals safe and cared for. A
model might show you something about light or an eye that’s hard to see in real life.]

55. P. Prroject Guidelineoject Guidelines fs for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Introduce students to the expectations for using apps and digital devices in the
classroom.

66. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students and have them go to the Vision and
LIght Simulation. Let them know they will have about five minutes to freely explore the Simulation.

77. Giv. Give pe partnerartners frs free eee explorxploration timeation time.. Circulate as students explore the Sim, encouraging them to discuss what they are
observing with their partners. Listen for students’ questions and ideas about the Sim. After several minutes, signal for
partners to switch “drivers,” if they have not done so already.

88. Briefly dis. Briefly discuscuss ss student obtudent obsserervvationsations.. Ask students to share what they noticed in the Sim. If it is not mentioned, point
out the following components of the Sim:

Como biólogos y biólogas de la conservación, usaremos la Simulación como modelo para investigar nuestras
preguntas acerca de cómo la luz le permite ver algo a un animal.

• The Sim shows both predator (on the left of the screen) and prey (on the right side of the screen).

• The direction and path of light is represented using yellow arrows that move in straight lines.

• The predator has a thought bubble that shows an image of what it sees.

• The pupil size and amount of light can be changed by moving the buttons along each slider.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.1
Activity 2
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99. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the prpredatedatoror andand prpreeyy vvococabularabulary cy carardsds..

Post the predator card to the Vocabulary section of the classroom wall.

Post the prey card to the Vocabulary section of the classroom wall.

1100. Ha. Havve se studenttudents put digits put digital deal devicvicees asides aside.. Let students know that they will return to the devices in a few minutes.

Teacher Support
Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Time fals: Time for Eor Explorxplorationation
The first time students use a Simulation, they need a few minutes to freely explore the Simulation's features. Students
are generally quite facile in discovering Simulation features independently or with a partner. This type of open-ended
exploration enhances student interest, as well as provides students with the opportunity to share their thinking and
learn from their peers. Giving students this initial exploration time reduces distraction in later Sim activities that have
more focused goals.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Student Aals: Student Aututonomonomy While Ly While Leearning tarning to Uo Usse a Simulatione a Simulation
The initial directions for using the Simulation should leave most of the details for students to discover themselves.
Students feel increased ownership over a feature of the Simulation that they have unearthed themselves, and students
working in groups are likely to pick up quickly on things they learn from one another about a Simulation.

Instructional Suggestion

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Sharing Digite: Sharing Digital Dal Deevicviceess
Throughout this unit, pairs share digital devices. We recommend that instead of working individually, students work
with partners so they can engage with and talk to each other while investigating vision and light in the Simulation.
Establish clear expectations for the use, handling, and storage of digital devices in order to decrease transition time
between activities and to minimize any potential conflict that could arise from sharing a limited number of devices.

• The direction the lamp is pointing can be changed by dragging the lamp along the track.

Un depredador es un animal que caza y come otros animales. ¿Qué animal es el depredador en la SImulación?
[El de la izquierda].

Presa es un animal que es cazado y comido por otros animales. ¿Qué animal es la presa en la Simulación?
[El de la derecha].

La Simulación nos permitirá investigar cómo ven los depredadores su presa, que es precisamente lo que les
ayuda a obtener el alimento que necesitan para sobrevivir. La Simulación será muy útil en nuestras
investigaciones de lo que está sucediendo con los gecos tokay en el bosque lluvioso.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 2
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Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: Ae: Acccurcuracacy oy of the Animal Vf the Animal Vision Simulationision Simulation
The Vision and Light Simulation is an app that allows students to explore the relationship between pupil size, amount of
light, receptor sensitivity, direction of light, and the image produced on the retina in the predator organism. This Sim is
simplified: it doesn’t allow students to change the shape or position of the lens to focus the image, as the ciliary
muscles do. It doesn’t reflect the true concentration of receptor cells in the fovea, nor the blind spot where the optic
nerve passes through the back of the eye. The app shows rods (which are more sensitive to light but see only in black
and white) and cones (which are stimulated by bright light and can see in color) on the retina and approximates the
concentrations and locations of each type of receptor for nocturnal and diurnal animals. The Sim doesn’t describe how
the brain integrates images from two eyes or processes images to sharpen them and increase contrast. Additionally,
the Sim does not show these processes happening simultaneously in the prey’s eyes.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Supporting the Crals: Supporting the Croosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept oept of Structurf Structure and Fe and Functionunction
When students use the Simulation, they have a rich opportunity to consider how the shape of the pupil, a substructure
of the eye, enables it to function as an opening for light that can vary in response to the amount of light that is available.
To support this relationship, draw students’ attention to the Pupil Size variable that students can change in the Sim.
Students will see that the change in pupil shape allows more or less light to come into the eye. This is also an
opportunity to invite students to consider analogous structure-function relationships (e.g., a window or a water faucet).
By encouraging students to explicitly consider the relationship between the shape of the pupil (as an opening that can
change size) and its function (allowing light into the eye), students may apply this crosscutting concept to support their
understanding of science concepts in the unit. In addition, it will and position them for success in applying the idea of
structure and function to other concepts in the future.

Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

Students should freely explore the Sim and discover which variables they can manipulate and which visual
representations are used. Students should notice the following:

• The light is represented by arrows that move in straight lines.

• The predator has a thought bubble that shows an image of what it sees.

• The pupil size and amount of light can be changed by moving the buttons along the slider for each variable.

• The direction the lamp is pointing can be changed by dragging the lamp along its track.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.1
Activity 2
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Visión y luz—Lección 2.1 

1. Usa la simulación Visión y luz para averiguar cómo la luz permite que un 
depredador vea su presa.

2. Usa lo que observes para responder las preguntas debajo.

Investigación 1

Abre la simulación. ¿Qué observaste cuando la luz estaba encendida?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Ahora apaga la luz y observa lo que pasa cuando la luz está apagada. 

¿Qué observaste cuando la luz estaba apagada?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Investigación 2

Reinicia la simulación. Cambia la dirección de la luz arrastrando la lámpara 
por la pista. ¿Qué observaste cuando la luz viajaba en una dirección diferente?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Investigar la luz
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Visión y luz—Lección 2.1 

Reflexionar sobre las investigaciones 1 y 2

¿Cuáles son tus ideas ahora sobre cómo la luz permite que un depredador 
pueda ver su presa?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Haz un dibujo en el cuadro debajo si te ayuda a describir tus ideas.

Investigar la luz (continuación)



Students are introduced to the reference book and familiarize themselves with
the structure and function of one animal’s eye.

Instructional Guide
1. Hold up1. Hold up Handbook oHandbook of Animal Ef Animal Eyyeess.. Let students know that it is a reference book.

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke books and let ss and let studenttudents es explorxplore the te the teextxt.. Distribute one copy of Handbook of Animal Eyes to each pair of
students. Give pairs a minute to look through the text and notice both how it is organized and what sort of information it
contains. Have a few students share what they noticed.

33. S. Set the fet the focus focus for ror reeading the book.ading the book. Explain that the reference book can help students understand more about what
they see in the Sim.

Explain that pairs will look for an animal that is a predator like the one in the Sim. They will read about how the parts of
that animal’s eye function.

44. Briefly model finding a pr. Briefly model finding a predatedator in the book.or in the book. Think aloud as you do. Turn to the Contents page.

Turn to page 18. Point to the diagram of the python eye and to the labels.

1 2

3
READING

Reading: Handbook of
Animal Eyes

4

Reading: Handbook of Animal
Eyes

15
MIN

Queremos aprender más acerca de un animal que sea como el animal del que aprenderemos en la Simulación:
un depredador.

Sé que la serpiente pitón es un depredador, así que voy a leer sobre la pitón.

Este ojo me recuerda al ojo del depredador en la Simulación.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 3
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Point out that, like all the entries in the book, the python section has two pages. Let students know that as they work
with their partners, they should read both pages of the entry they choose. Explain that students may also leaf through
the book, paying particular attention to the eye diagrams, to look for one animal eye that reminds them of the Sim
predator’s eye.

55. P. Pairairs begin rs begin reeading.ading. Students work with partners to choose and read one reference book entry.

66. P. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation.Simulation. Gather students’ attention.

Have students point out parts of the eye that they notice in the Sim, referring to the reference book diagrams as
needed.

77. R. Reevieview the visual rw the visual reprepreessententations oations of the ef the eyye fre from the book and Sim.om the book and Sim. Project the eye cross-section images. Point out
that the top image from the reference book page is a photo of an eye (more like how students are used to seeing eyes in
the natural world), but the other image from the reference book page and the image from the Sim are models of eyes.
Point out that the models are not from a head-on perspective, but rather from a side perspective.

Ahora que han leído sobre el ojo de un animal, ¿qué ideas nuevas tienen sobre las estructuras corporales que
están observando en la Simulación? ¿Para qué funciones sirven estas estructuras?
[La pupila deja que entre luz a los ojos, los receptores de luz responden a la luz y otra parte lleva información al
cerebro].

• StudentStudents cs compomparare re reprepreessententations oations of ef eyyee.. Ask students to compare the eye diagrams in the reference book and
Sim, and then to compare those to the photo of the iguana eye. Then call on students to share their observations.
[When I look at the photo, I see the front of its eye, but the eyes in the Sim and reference book are a cross
section.]

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.1
Activity 3
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88. P. Prroject the apple croject the apple croosss-ss-section imagection imageess.. Confirm that the eyes in the Sim and reference book have been “cut in half”
like this image of an apple. Ask students why it might be helpful to have an eye represented this way. [It allows us to see
what is happening inside the eye. This helps us see the structure of the eye in more detail.]

99. C. Collect all bookollect all bookss..

Teacher Support
Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: Handbook oHandbook of Animal Ef Animal Eyyeess
This reference book includes cross-section diagrams of eyes, vivid close-up photos, and accessible text about the eyes
of humans and the eyes of a diverse set of 20 other animals. Each entry contains information about the structures of
that animal’s eyes, such as the sensitivity of the receptors. Also included are descriptions of how vision helps the animal
survive. Students return to Handbook of Animal Eyes multiple times throughout the course of the unit to support their
understanding of vision and eye structures. This book supports students’ firsthand investigations as they learn about
vision and eye structures and how the brain processes information, and as they discover the role of different types of
light receptors in nocturnal and diurnal animals.

Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: About Re: About Reeffererencence Be Bookookss
Reference books provide in-depth information about specific topics and are typically read for particular purposes. For
this reason, students do not read every section in reference books, nor do they read reference books from beginning to
end. Rather, they search for the information they need and then read the relevant sections carefully. In this lesson,
students will be guided to read the python section as an example of a predator’s eye that looks similar to the eye of the
animal in the Sim. You may wish to provide instruction about the table of contents, glossary, and index if students are
not familiar with these features.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 3

Vision and Light
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Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Reeading Vading Visual Risual Reprepreessententationsations
Visual representations such as diagrams are important in science, and students need practice learning to read and
interpret them. Drawing explicit attention to the features of diagrams, such as the key, labels, and arrows, will help
students interpret the information presented. If your students are not familiar with diagrams from previous experiences
with informational text, spend more time helping them understand the purpose of each feature and discuss each more
extensively. You might also consider presenting students with other, more familiar examples of diagrams (such as a
classroom seating chart, a seating map of a local stadium, a cross-section diagram of a familiar object, etc.) and
discuss the features of each in order to help students build an understanding of how to interpret information that is
presented visually.

Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: The Pe: The Pectecten in Biren in Bird Ed Eyyeess
To understand the relationship between light and vision in animals generally, we call attention to two structures inside
animals’ eyes: the pupil and light receptors. These structures in the eye serve specific functions related to light and
vision that enhance students’ understanding of the central science concepts of the unit. It is worth noting that unlike
almost all other animals, birds have a unique structure inside their eyes called the pecten. The function of the pecten is
a current topic of scientific research. Scientists have collected evidence to suggest that this structure could serve a
variety of possible functions in the bird’s eye, some related to vision and others related to the overall health of the eye.
The pecten is represented by a small grey square shape with orange stripes in the visual models of bird eyes found in
the unit’s texts, such as Handbook of Animal Eyes and Crow Scientist, but it is not labeled as such. The rationale for not
calling attention to this unique structure is twofold: understanding the function of this structure in a bird’s eye goes
beyond the conceptual scope of the unit and this structure does not relate to the problem the students are aiming to
solve for the Rain Forest Conservation Group.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Te Support: Teeacher Dacher Demonsemonstrtration fation for Intror Introducing Croducing Croosss Ss Sectionsections
If students need more support understanding a cross-section diagram, you may wish to demonstrate what a cross
section is using an actual apple rather than showing the slide with the images of the apple. Hold up an apple and ask
students what information they can get about the apple by looking at it. Focus student responses on the color and
shape of the apple. Explain that this perspective limits what you can observe about the inside of the apple. Use a knife
and cutting board to cut the apple in half. Ask students to share what information they can now get about the apple by
looking at it. They may share that it is white in color and has small, dark oval-shaped objects in the middle. Highlight
that this perspective helped them get information about the inside of the apple in a way that they could not have when
the apple was whole. Connect this demonstration to the images and cross-section diagrams in Handbook of Animal
Eyes to note that looking at the photos of the eyes did not indicate what structures are in the eyes. The cross-section
diagrams of the eyes in the book allowed students to see what was inside.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Using the Sim, students investigate the role that light plays in an animal’s ability
to get information from its environment.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Return seturn studenttudents’ Ins’ Invveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebookss..

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the nee the next activitxt activityy.. Explain that students will now use the Sim to conduct two investigations to figure out how
light allows a predator to see its prey.

33. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagageess.. Have students turn to page 22, Investigating Light, in their notebooks. Read the
instructions and review the questions for Investigation 1.

44. P. Pairairs ws work in the Sim.ork in the Sim. Have partners complete Investigation 1 and answer the questions in their Investigation
Notebooks.

55. Dis. Discuscuss rs reesultsults frs from Inom Invveesstigtigation 1.ation 1. When partners have completed the first investigation, prompt them to share
their notebook responses and observations with the class.

66. R. Reevieview cw controntrolling volling variableariabless.. Refer to Investigating Animal Senses book. Remind students that in the book, the
students made sure that they only changed one thing when they did their investigations. Ask the class if they can
remember a specific investigation from the book and what was the one thing that was changed in that investigation.
[The turtle group only changed where the food was hidden—they didn’t change anything else.]

1 2 3

4
SIM

Investigating Light in the
Sim

Investigating Light in the Sim
25
MIN

Sus observaciones de lo que sucede cuando hay luz y cuando no hay luz les ayudarán a descubrir qué es lo que
causa que el depredador vea su presa, lo cual es el efecto que estamos investigando.

Comunícales que mientras un compañero maneja la Simulación, el otro compañero trabajará en responder las
preguntas.

¿Qué observaron acerca de la luz y la información sobre la presa?
[La información sobre la presa solo podía llegar a los ojos del depredador si la luz estaba encendida].

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4
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77. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the vvariableariable vvococabularabulary cy carard.d.

88. R. Return teturn to the noto the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students return to page 22, Investigating Light, in the Investigation Notebook.
Read the instructions and review the question for Investigation 2. Explain that students should switch “drivers” for this
second investigation. Remind them that as their partner drives the Sim, students should work on completing the
question.

99. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Psment: Partnerartners ws work in the Sim.ork in the Sim. Have partners complete Investigation 2 and answer the question in
their Investigation Notebooks. Circulate and listen as students work, asking questions as needed.

1100. Dis. Discuscuss rs reesultsults frs from Inom Invveesstigtigation 2.ation 2. When partners have completed Investigation 2, prompt them to share their
notebook responses and observations with the class.

11. Ha11. Havve se studenttudents cs continue on tontinue on to po pagage 2e 23 o3 of the notf the notebook and cebook and completomplete the re the reflection.eflection. Read the prompt for the
reflection. Encourage students to first discuss their ideas with their partner, and then write or draw their responses.

12. R12. Return teturn to the Ino the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion. Invite students to share what they learned from the Sim investigations that
helped them address this question. Ask students to explain what they noticed about how light allows an animal to see.
Highlight student responses that call attention to the path of light from the source to the animal’s eye.

1133. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they’ll get to show their ideas about vision and light
using another digital tool.

¿Qué cosa cambiaron que hizo posible o imposible que el depredador viera su presa en la primera investigación
de la Simulación?
[Yo cambié la cantidad de luz prendiendo y apagando la luz].

¿Cómo saben que este cambio hizo una diferencia?
Fue el único cambio que hicimos durante la investigación y vimos que cuando apagamos la luz, hubo una
diferencia en lo que el animal podía ver].

Una variable es algo que puede cambiar en una investigación. Los científicos cambian una variable a la vez
durante sus investigaciones para poder descubrir qué fue lo que hizo la diferencia en el sistema natural que están
estudiando.

¿Qué variable cambiaron en la segunda investigación?
[La dirección de la luz].

¿Qué observaron sobre el cambio de dirección de la luz y la información sobre la presa?
[El cambio de dirección de la fuente de la luz cambió la senda de la luz].

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

SScienccience Pe Prracticacticees: Rs: Reinfeinfororcce Changing Oe Changing One Vne Variable at a Timeariable at a Time
In this use of the Simulation, students may notice that there are three variables they can manipulate: the amount of
light, the angle of light, and the pupil size of the predator. In this lesson’s uses of the Sim, students are guided to change
the amount of light coming from the source in Investigation 1 and the angle of the light in Investigation 2. You may wish
to remind students that in an investigation, they should only change one thing at a time. In both investigations, they
should not change the predator’s pupil size. Changing only one thing at a time will allow them to see if the amount of
light or the angle of the light affects how the predator sees its prey. They will investigate the pupil setting in later Sim
activities.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 3: Csment 3: Controntrolling Volling Variableariables ts to Identifo Identify Causy Cause and Effe and Effectect

LLook fook for:or: This activity provides students an opportunity to demonstrate their current understanding of controlling
variables and identifying causal relationships. In order for students to be on the path to understanding the concept of
controlling variables, it is important that they first understand what variables are. As students investigate light in the
Sim, look for their understanding of variables as factors that can change in an investigation. When thinking back to the
Investigating Animals Senses book, see if students can identify “location of food” as a variable because that was
something that could change in the investigation. In the Sim, note if students can identify that whether or not the light is
on is one variable in this situation, and that the direction of light is another variable. Students may start to demonstrate
their understanding of what it means to control variables by thinking about why the light should remain on when
changing the direction of light during their second Sim mission. Also, as students change each variable, look to see if
they are allowing themselves enough time to make observations of the effects of those changes

NoNow what?w what? If you see students changing more than one variable in either Sim investigation, ask them to share their
reasoning about their decision to make these changes. Emphasize that scientists change only one variable at a time to
see if it makes a difference. Relate this to the students’ choice of variables to change in their Sim activities. Ask how
students will know which variable will make a difference if they change more than one at a time. Recall the students who
conducted the guinea pig investigation in the Investigating Animal Senses book. They changed two things about the
animal’s food: they made it visible and placed it on top of a wooden block with steps. When the guinea pig didn’t find the
food, the students didn’t know if it was because the animal doesn’t rely on sight to find food or if the animal was afraid
of heights and didn’t want to go up the stairs. Reinforce that scientists want to know if changing a variable in an
investigation makes a difference, and to do so they can only change one variable at a time. When students have
successfully run a Sim test where they change only one variable, prompt them to explain the causal relationship
between the change and the resulting difference that change made.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4
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Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Causept: Cause and Effe and Effect Aect Acrcroosss Chapts Chapter 2er 2
In Chapter 2, students apply the crosscutting concept of Cause and Effect to begin to understand the science practice
of changing one variable at the time. When scientists investigate in this way, they can more easily see how the the
changes they make in their investigations (cause) affect the outcomes of their investigations (effect). Throughout
Chapter 2, students use this concept of Cause and Effect when working with the Sim to understand what variables can
affect how well animals can see. They also use cause and effect when using the Mystery Box to observe that
manipulating the Mystery Box in certain ways (cause) affects how well you can see what is inside of the box (effect).

Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

What students should do and notice:

In Investigation 1, students should notice that when the light is on, the predator can see the prey. Students should then
turn the light off and observe that the predator cannot see the prey.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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In Investigation 2, students should notice that when the light shines on the prey, the predator can see the prey. If the
light is not shining on the prey at all, then the predator cannot see the prey.

Students may also notice that if the light is only shining on part of the prey, the predator can only see that part of the
prey, and that if light shines directly into the predator’s eye, the predator only sees a bright area of light.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4
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InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook

InInvveesstigtigating Lightating Light (page 22)

InInvveesstigtigation 1ation 1

Open the Sim. What did you observe when the light is on?
When the light is turned on, the predator can see the prey.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Now turn the light off and observe what happens when the light is off. What did you observe when the light is off?
When the light is turned off, the predator cannot see the prey.

InInvveesstigtigation 2ation 2

Restart the Sim. Change the direction of light by dragging the lamp along the track. What did you observe when the light
travels in a different direction?
When the light does not shine on the prey, the predator cannot see the prey.

RReflecting on Ineflecting on Invveesstigtigations 1 and 2ations 1 and 2

Answers will vary.

Lesson 2.1
Activity 4

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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